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LETTER FROM THE CHANCELLOR

Public higher education is essential 
to the well-being of our democracy, 
and it is in crisis. Current and future 

generations of students are becoming 
more diverse and less affluent while 
the price of higher education and 
student financial aid debt are increasing 
dramatically. Over the next six years, 
we need to provide better educational 
quality at a lower per-capita student 
degree cost that is collaboratively 
aligned with the needs of the community 
and the economy. We are committed to 
strengthening democracy in and through 
higher education. By striving to provide 
life-long access to high-quality and 
affordable post-secondary educational 
opportunities, we enable individuals 
to improve their lives while supporting 
public life and democracy. 

The American Association of State 
Colleges and Universities has developed 
four public policy priorities designed to 
address this crisis in a way that honors 
long-standing commitments to the

economy. The Yahoo! Global Support 
Desk will provide paid internships 
this year worth $364,000 for about 
30 students. Each student will receive 
approximately $10,000, while being 
engaged in part-time, employment-
based, and high-impact learning.

We are using another $500,000 from  
our Strategic Initiative and Rainy-
Day fund to continue the Student 
Titans Employment Program (STEP) 
for a second year. The STEP program 
offers students quality, employment-
based educational experiences while 
providing staff and faculty members 
with needed assistance. We are piloting 
educational policies in STEP to identify 
best practices we can apply to all 
on-campus student jobs wherein we 
annually distribute $5 million to 1,500 

nation’s students and their families. 
The four broad policy arenas 
are Affordability, Accessibility, 
Accountability and Competitiveness.  
I would like to update you on how we  
at the University of Wisconsin Oshkosh 
are fulfilling our public purpose of 
making ourselves more affordable,  
more accessible, more accountable  
and more competitive. 

Affordability
Tuition increased 5.5 percent again 
this year. For the fourth year in a row, 
students from families with an annual 
income of $60,000 or lower are exempt  
from the tuition hike, as are all students  
at the UW two-year colleges. Paid  
internships and scholarship awards help 
us attract and retain our diverse student  
population, offset tuition costs for students 
in need and encourage nontraditional 
students to complete their education.

The Beach Monitoring project, funded 
by more than $4 million of local, state 
and federal grants, advances scientific 
knowledge, engages more than 100 
student researchers in high-impact 
learning, addresses community health 
concerns and helps protect our tourism 
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student employees. The realization of 
employment-based learning outcomes 
will make our on-campus student 
employment program nationally distinctive.  

Our Capital Campaign has resulted 
in scholarship commitments of nearly 
$5 million. We also have secured 
125 Noyce Scholarships at $10,000 
a piece for STEM student teachers, 
and our Center for Business Success 
has provided approximately $2 million 
of paid internships for roughly 500 
students in the past five years.  

Accessibility 
Through the New North Educational  
Attainment Committee, we are working  
to align K–12 and higher education  
curricula, standards and assessments to 
ensure that students are prepared to 
enter post-secondary education and the 
workforce with the knowledge and skills 
to be successful.

In November, UW Oshkosh hosted 
the state’s first Education Foundations 
Conference with the Higher Education 
Aids Board, bringing together 
representatives of all the state’s public 
and private sources for financial aid to 
talk about ways they can collaborate to 
keep college accessible and affordable. 

With a projected final fall enrollment  
of 13,600 students, we are the  
state’s third-largest university, and  
we are Wisconsin’s second-fastest 
growing university, characterized by six 

consecutive years of historic enrollment 
growth, resulting in four consecutive 
years of record-breaking graduating 
classes. We have nearly tripled the 
number of our students of color and 
increased the number of older adult, 
undergraduate students by 33 percent. 
We remain a school-of-choice for 
transfer students, with more than 1,500 
new transfer students enrolling during 
the academic year. 

We also have expanded access to  
high-demand programs. For example, 
we have added a collaborative master’s 
degree in social work with UW–Green 
Bay; an accelerated bachelor’s degree 
for non-nursing graduates; Wisconsin’s 
first Bachelor of Applied Studies and Fire 
and Emergency Response Management 
degrees; the Doctor of Nursing Practice 
degree; new academic majors in  
athletic training, environmental studies 
and environmental health; and teacher 
education programs in accelerated math 
and science in collaboration with five  
UW colleges. 

Accountability
This year, we are working with the Board 
of Regents to promote the “Principles 
for Progress and Prosperity” compact. 
The compact is designed to reframe the 
way state officials and the public think 
about their public university by eliciting 
an understanding that tax-payer funding 
of public higher education is a critical 
investment for a prosperous democracy. 

See Xiong 
Photography intern See Xiong, 
a senior in journalism, is getting 
a clearer picture of what her 
future may hold. Working within 
the Integrated Marketing and 
Communications office, Xiong, 
a Student Titan Employment 
Program (STEP) intern, is learning 
the intricacies of a professional 
environment.



We have to do things in a fundamentally 
different way if we want to see a greater 
share of state tax dollars invested in the 
mission of our public higher educational 
institutions in 2011–2013. To meet the 
needs of the people, the communities 
and the students we serve over the 
next six years, we must expand access, 
increase productivity and provide not 
only better educational quality, but also 
better educational quality at lower  
per-capita degree cost for our students.

With regard to increased productivity, 
we set new records for the number of 
degrees conferred in each of the past 
four years, resulting in a 27-percent 
increase in the degree growth rate over 
the past 10 years. 

Regarding enhanced quality, UW Oshkosh 
is taking steps to provide the learning 
every student needs in the 21st century. 
In 2008, we adopted a set of student 
learning outcomes based upon the 
Essential Learning Outcomes of the 
Association of American Colleges 
and Universities. We have developed 

definitions and performance indicators 
for each outcome so that students will 
have a better understanding of what 
is expected of them. Regardless of 
a student’s background or choice of 
major, each one of our graduates should 
achieve the liberal education outcomes. 

Competitiveness
As a public university, we prepare 
students to follow in the footsteps of 
our nearly 80,000 alumni to become 
teachers, healthcare and human service 
professionals, artists, scientists, business 
leaders and others essential to the 
region’s workforce, economy and quality 
of life. We are addressing this policy 
priority in multiple ways.

We played a part in  
the Wisconsin Economic 
Summits this summer.  
The first summit focused 
on strategies for increasing 
economic development 
and competitiveness. 
The second focused on 
managing the state deficit, 
and the third focused on 
moving Wisconsin forward. 

When we hosted the Board of Regents 
meeting in October, we dedicated 
our new Student Success Center and 
presented our new mission statement, 
which was developed by members of 
the UPLAN Council and approved by  
all governance groups last spring.

In December, we hosted New North 
Inc.’s seventh economic summit for 
approximately 800 business leaders 
and elected officials. New North Inc. 
is a regional economic development 
organization. Northeast Wisconsin 
Educational Resource Alliance (NEW 
ERA), a consortium of the publicly 
supported institutions of higher 
education, is a founding member  
of New North Inc. 

We also are extremely proud of  
the high quality of teaching on our 
campus. UW Oshkosh has won the 
most Regents’ Teaching Excellence 
Awards. Six faculty members and three 
academic departments have received 
this prestigious award.  
 

Quality/cost relationship
When the state’s budget is in the 
red, we can control degree costs 
and increase quality by simplifying 
degree requirements; continuously 
assessing degree progress to determine 
pedagogical effectiveness; eliminating 
unnecessary sequences, options, 
emphases and tracks; scheduling more 
efficiently; and identifying and deleting 
outdated courses. The school of 
journalism at Iowa State employed  
these strategies to streamline its 
curricula and has achieved a ratio  
of 16 majors for every active course. 

An article titled “Can Learning Be 
Improved When Budgets Are in the 

We set new records for the number of  
degrees conferred in each of the past four 
years, resulting in a 27-percent increase in the 
degree growth rate over the past 10 years.
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Red?” in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education reports that research by the 
Teagle Foundation shows that colleges 
can improve the quality of student 
learning and engagement, at a time 
when budgets are stretched, by starting 
to ask themselves some fundamental 
questions, including: 

 Are we asking our students to reach 
robust, long-lasting learning goals? 

 Do all students and faculty members 
understand what those expectations 
are and why they are important? 

 Do the requirements of departments and 
courses reflect those educational goals? 

Here at UW Oshkosh, we ask our 
students to reach broad learning 
outcomes that will enable them to 
think for themselves and to work with 
others to solve problems in innovative 
ways. Members of our Liberal Education 
Reform Team (LERT) visited every 
department and governance group 
on campus at least twice to ensure 
that our students and faculty members 
understand what those student learning 
expectations are and why they  
are important. 

We are currently investigating the 
third question: Do the requirements of 
departments and courses reflect those 
educational goals? Last year, LERT 
team members mapped where those 
outcomes are taught in more than 1,000 
courses. They also surveyed faculty 

opinion on the level of achievement that 
should be expected of UW Oshkosh 
students at both graduation and upon 
completion of the general education 
program. We are very earnest in our 
efforts to improve the quality of the 
educational experience at UW Oshkosh. 
We also are taking steps to reduce the 
cost of a degree.

There are at least two sides of the  
coin called “controlling the price of  
a college degree.” One side is external 
subsidy of the cost through state, 
federal and private funding. The other 
side is internal cost controls. These 
include reducing time to degree, 
curricular glut, requirement maze and 
providing more cost-efficient services. 
Admittedly, we cannot continue to 
do more with less indefinitely. There 
are some “enabling conditions” that 
must be met if we are to motivate our 



internal stakeholders to improve quality 
while reducing degree cost. Our most 
important enabling condition is securing 
fair, competitive compensation for the 
retention, recruitment, and development 
of our talented faculty and staff. We 
are dependent on the fine work of 
our outstanding faculty and staff, and 
we must see to it that they receive 
competitive compensation.

The beauty of the “Principles for 
Progress and Prosperity” compact is that 

both sides of the coin reflect the same 
goal: Everybody wants more value and 
less debt. A successful compact will  
optimize our ability to control costs  
and enhance quality.

I realize that, by calling for such a 
challenging compact, I may be pursuing 
the road “less traveled by,” like 
Robert Frost 90 years ago. But I take 
encouragement from Frost’s wisdom.  
He concludes his famous poem with 
these lines: “I took the one less 
traveled by, And that has made all the 
difference.” Besides providing expanded 
access, increased productivity and 
enhanced quality as the compact calls 
for, I believe that we also need to work 
on lowering the per-capita student cost 
of a college degree … and that will 
make all the difference. Put simply, our 
top ongoing priority always should be  
a better education for a better price.

Richard H. Wells, Chancellor

To view the University’s comprehensive 
Strategic Plan Update and Annual Report 
for 2009–2010, visit www.uwosh.edu/
strategicplan.

Aaron Wintheiser 
As a Volunteer Income Tax 
Assistance (VITA) intern, Wintheiser, 
a senior in accounting, received 
advanced and international 
certification to serve the community 
by providing tax assistance to low-
income individuals.



UNIVERSITY HIGHLIGHTS
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 The scope of accomplishments at the 
University of Wisconsin Oshkosh — given 
the budget cuts and tuition increases 
since 2000 — is astonishing, and it is a 
tribute to the unity, vigor and dedication 
of students, faculty, and academic  
and classified staff members.

 These highlights present a few examples 
of the University’s success:

 We have larger enrollments*, and we 
have increased the number of students 
of color and adult students, degrees 
conferred and retention rates:

 Headcount enrollment increased by 1,730 
to 13,414 students, up 14.8 percent.

 FTE increased by 1,528, up 16.5 percent.

 Enrollment of students of color almost 
tripled from 438 to 1,161.

 Enrollment of undergraduate adult  
students age 25-plus increased by 586, 
up 42.3 percent.

 Degrees conferred increased from 1,712 
to 2,178, up 27.2 percent.

 The retention rate for first-year students 
increased from 72.2 to 77.8 percent.

 The retention rates for students of color 
increased from 69.1 to 73 percent. 

 We secured more grants and more 
private dollars than ever before: 

 Grants increased from $8.8 to $13.5  
million, up 53.4 percent.

 Foundation endowments increased from 
$6.0 to $11.7 million.

 Foundation total assets increased from 
$7.4 to $20.2 million and acquired funding 
for 93 Academic Excellence Scholarships 
and 12 National Merit Scholarships, a 
more than threefold increase.

 We raised the level of academic  
preparedness of our first-year students:

 The number of first-year students from 
the top quartile of their high school class 
increased by 17.6 percent.

 12 first-year students are new Academic 
Excellence Scholars, and three are new 
National Merit Scholars, raising the total 
to 69 scholars.

 We added tenure-track faculty positions 
and expanded support programs:

 UW Oshkosh received $3.8 million in 
Growth Agenda funding for 27 new  
faculty positions.

 The new Student Compact provides 
$1 million annually through differential 

tuition to enhance and integrate student 
academic support services.

 The Center for Excellence in Teaching and 
Learning enhances student learning by 
inspiring the teaching community to achieve 
excellence through exceptional research. 

 We added new academic majors,  
graduate certificate programs and 
baccalaureate degree completion  
programs, including:

 Undergraduate majors in theatre  
arts, environmental studies and  
environmental health.

 Accelerated Math and Science Teacher 
Education Program in collaboration with 
five UW colleges.

 11 new graduate certificate programs.

 Global MBA program.

*Fall 2010 enrollment numbers are preliminary. Official final enrollment numbers are filed in mid-January.



UNIVERSITY HIGHLIGHTS

 Collaborative master’s degree in social 
work with UW–Green Bay.

 Accelerated bachelor’s degree for  
non-nursing graduates.

 MBA Foundations Online Program. 

 Wisconsin’s first Bachelor of Applied 
Studies and Fire and Emergency  
Response Management degrees.

 The University’s first doctoral degree,  
the Doctor of Nursing Practice.

 We enhanced our facilities by completing  
more than $100 million worth of 
building projects characterized by: 

 $1.8 million in classroom and lab upgrades.

 $17-million Halsey Science  
Center renovation.

 $19.9-million Reeve Memorial Union 
renovation and addition.

 $13-million renovation of Taylor Hall.

 $10-million transformation of the  
Oshkosh Sports Complex.

 Purchase and renovation of the 
30,000-square-foot Newman Center  

for Academic Support and Diversity  
and Women’s Center as well as the 
Credit Union building for the University 
Police Department.

 $21-million construction of the nationally 
acclaimed Student Recreation and  
Wellness Center.

 $7.7-million, 400-stall parking ramp.

 $8-million Campus Services Center.

 $8-million Student Services Center.

 We have another $100 million worth 
of capital projects under construction: 

 191,000-square-foot academic center, to 
open in 2011, will be LEED gold certified.

 350-bed, suite-style residence hall.

 Nation’s first dry fermentation  
anaerobic biodigester.
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 We won national recognition for our 
commitment to “green” principles by 
decreasing negative environmental 
impacts through water and energy 
conservation, pollution reduction  
and recycling:

 Reduced water consumption by  
24.5 million gallons/year, an annual  
savings of $130,986.

 Reduced energy consumption by 
563,017 kilowatt-hours, an annual  
savings of $27,600.

 Reduced emissions of coal/natural gas 
boilers by constructing a $2.8-million 
heat plant stack.

 Reused light poles, resulting in more 
energy efficiency and less light pollution 
and saving $300,000.

 Ranked 23rd among all U.S.  
colleges and universities for use  
of renewable energy.

 Received the Environmental Projection 
Agency’s highest leadership award  
in 2003.

 Received the 2004 National Wildlife 
Federation Award, the 2005 Energy Star 
Award and the 2006 Wisconsin Clean 
Air Award.

 Became the first Fair Trade University  
in the country in 2008.

 Featured in the Princeton Review’s 
Guide to Green Colleges and  
ranked 35th nationally on Sierra Club  
magazine’s Cool Schools list.

 We were recognized as a national 
model for developing and  
highlighting exemplary campuswide 
liberal education programs:

 Adopted a set of student-learning  
outcomes in May 2008 based upon  
the Essential Learning Outcomes of  
the American Association of Colleges 
and Universities, developing definitions 
and performance indicators for each.

 Featured online by the American  
Council on Education’s (ACE) Solutions 
for Our Future.

 Lauded by the Association of American 
Colleges and Universities for linking its 
Liberal Education and America’s Promise 
initiative to the ACE’s Solutions for  
Our Future.

 Devoted three issues (spring 2006, fall 
2006 and spring 2007) of UW Oshkosh 
Magazine to a three-part series on  
the value and importance of a  
liberal education.



UNIVERSITY HIGHLIGHTS

 We are establishing an emerging 
national reputation for the way we 
engage and partner with all types  
of individuals and organizations to  
better serve our region:

  Founding member of NEW ERA (North-
eastern Wisconsin Educational Resource 
Alliance), a consortium of executive 
leaders of northeastern Wisconsin’s  
13 public universities, serving 1.2 million 
Wisconsin residents with quality,  
seamless education.

 NEW ERA also is a founding member  
of New North Inc., a consortium involving 
northeastern Wisconsin’s chambers of  
commerce, workforce development boards, 
economic development professionals 
and CEOs of major corporations. New 
North’s vision is to be nationally and 
globally competitive for advancing job 
growth while maintaining a superior 
quality of life for the region’s citizens.

 We are especially proud of the  
accomplishments of our faculty  
and students:

 UW Oshkosh has won more Regents’ 
Teaching Excellence Awards than any 
other UW institution. Six individual 
faculty members and three departments 
have received this prestigious award.

 UW Oshkosh has the most successful 
Model United Nations Program in the 
world, receiving 25 consecutive  
Outstanding Delegation awards at  
international competitions.

 Since 1999, the College of Nursing 
graduate students’ pass rate on the 
American Nurses Credentialing Cen-
ter–Family Nurse Practitioner Exam has 
been above 99 percent.

 Senior business majors at UW Oshkosh 
taking the ETS business knowledge  
assessment test ranked in the top 16 
percent nationwide, while MBA  
graduates ranked in the top 5 percent 
nationally on the MBA students’  
assessment exam.

 UW Oshkosh students who took the 
CPA exam placed the University in the 
top 10 of schools nationally. 

 The Advance-Titan has won the top  
national award for student newspapers 
five times. 

 More than 200 UW Oshkosh graduates 
have gone on to receive the Herb Kohl 
Teacher Fellowship of the Year award for 
excellence and innovation. 

 The best graduate programs in the  
nation covet our College of Letters and 
Science graduates. 

 UW Oshkosh has won 42 national  
athletic championships.

Jennifer Szydlik 
A professor of mathematics at  
UW Oshkosh since 1995, Szydlik  
has endeavored to make mathematics 
more than just numbers on 
a page for future elementary 
school teachers. She received the 
2010 Board of Regents Teaching 
Excellence Award.



ALIGNMENT OF LEARNING OUTCOMES

As a member and leader of the American 
Association of Colleges and Universities 
(AAC&U) initiatives, Liberal Education 
and America’s Promise (LEAP) and Give 
Students A Compass, and as a charter 
member of the Wisconsin Campus 
Compact, the University of Wisconsin 
Oshkosh is committed to improving the 
quality of student learning. 

For college learning to meet the  
needs of the people we serve, we  
have adopted a set of student learning  
outcomes adapted from the AAC&U  
report titled “College Learning for a 
New Global Century.” The learning  
outcomes represent the very high  
expectations for knowledge and skills  
held by educators and employers in 
the 21st century, and they describe the 
forms of learning and accomplishments 
contemporary students need for life, 
work and citizenship.

We formed the Liberal Education Reform 
Team (LERT) in response to our Higher 
Learning Commission (HLC) site visit in 
2007 to define and integrate the student 
learning outcomes into our general 
education program and to implement 
an assessment plan for the program. 
To develop performance indicators for 
assessment rubrics that can be used 

across campus to reinforce students’ 
knowledge and skills, we participated  
as a partner campus in the AAC&U’s 
Valid Assessment of Learning in Under-
graduate Education (VALUE) initiative.

Through our participation in the 
Give Students A Compass project, in 
collaboration with the UW System and 
the AAC&U’s LEAP initiative, we support 
the enhancement of designs for general 
education and assessment that foster 
integrative learning and demonstrated 
accomplishments of the student learning 
outcomes. The UW Oshkosh Foundation 
is raising funds for high-impact practices 
to increase levels of achievement  
for students from traditionally 
underserved groups. 

By promoting pedagogies, programs 
and activities that have direct ties to 
student success, we are strengthening 
the educational experience and  
advancing the academic achievement  
of our students.

However, the elevation of the quality 
of student learning ultimately depends 
upon maximizing the efficiency of the 
complex and interrelated human,  
physical and financial resources of the 
institution. Our strategic and operational 

plans and action initiatives and our  
Governing Ideas are the institutional 
means of ensuring that we align our 
resources with our priorities.

The chart on the following pages  
summarizes and depicts the relationships 
among the various factors designed  
to enhance essential student  
learning outcomes.
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University of Wisconsin Oshkosh  
Model for Enhancing ESSENTIAL  
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES

Inputs
Student Demographics:  
Socio-economic status,  
educational level of mother, 
ethnicity, generation of  
college student, etc. 

Academic Readiness:  
Class rank, ACT score,  
demonstrated leadership in 
extracurricular activities, etc.

State and Federal Resource 
Investments:  
GPR appropriations, student 
aid, grant funds, etc.

Private Resources  
Investments: 
Tuition and fees collected,  
individual donors, private 
foundations, etc.

Strategic and  
Operational Plans                                    

Governing Ideas                                         
(Mission, Vision, Values and  
Strategic Directions)

Operational Plans 
1. Academic Program and  

Student Outcomes  
Assessment Plan 

2. Enrollment Management  
and Student Support Plan 

3. Human Resource Support 
and Development Plan 

4. Information Technology Plan 
5. Finance and Budgeting Plan 
6. Facilities Master Plan 
7. Advancement and  

Relationship  
Development Plan 

See the full UW Oshkosh 2009–
2010 Strategic Plan Update and  
Annual Report at www.uwosh.edu/
strategicplan.



 



Assessment/Evaluation: Select indicators, measure results, assess/evaluate, adjust (and provide report to “investors”).

High Impact Practices
Curricular Experiences 
• First-year seminars 
• Common intellectual 

experiences 
•  Learning communities
•  Writing-intensive courses

Co-Curricular Participation 
• Organizations and clubs 
•  Governance and media 
•  Theatre, art and music
•  Intercollegiate athletics

Projects
•  Collaborative assignments 
•  Undergraduate research

Learning
• Diversity/global 
•  Service 
•  Community-based 
• Employment-based
•  Capstone courses 

See George D. Kuh, High Impact 
Educational Practices (AAC&U).

Outputs                                                                 

Graduates who are  
talented, liberally educated, 
technically skilled global  
citizens and who are fully  
engaged as leaders and  
participants in civic, political 
and social life.
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Essential Learning Outcomes                                                                                   

• Knowledge of human cultures and the 
physical and natural world

• Identification and objective evaluation of 
theories and assumptions

• Critical and creative thinking
• Written and oral communication
• Quantitative literacy
• Technology and information literacy 
• Teamwork, leadership and problem solving
• Knowledge of sustainability and its  

applications
• Civic knowledge and engagement — 

local and global
• Intercultural knowledge and competence
• Ethical reasoning and action
• Foundations and skills for lifelong learning
• Synthesis and advanced accomplishment 

across general and specialized studies  
• Subject matter mastery in a major

UW Oshkosh Student Learning Outcomes,                                                                                            
approved by Faculty Senate May 2008.



ALIGNMENT OF GOVERNING IDEAS

The alignment chart on the next  
page portrays how the ideals of  
UW Oshkosh’s Governing Ideas start  
with a strong core — our mission, vision,  
values and strategic direction — and 
radiate out to the units’, colleges’ 
and institution-wide strategic plans, 
processes, priorities and action initiatives, 
including the UW System Strategic 
Framework, Advantage Wisconsin.

We call the mission, vision, values and 
strategic directions the Governing Ideas of 
the University to reflect the conviction that 
a university should be guided by ideas. 
Plans, procedures and strategic action 
initiatives are the means to realize these 
ideas and to enhance the future success 
of the state’s businesses, residents and 
students in the decade ahead.

The distinctiveness of the institution 
— Liberal Education Reform, Student 
Success Services, Faculty Development, 
Sustainability, and Integrated Marketing 
and Communications — is included in the 
University-wide strategic action initiatives. 

The alignment of the complex and 
interrelated human, physical and 
financial resources and Governing Ideas 
of the institution with the Advantage 

Wisconsin framework helps to clarify 
priorities and identity as well as to 
ensure the institution’s integrity.

As the chart indicates, we are engaged 
in supporting a collective agenda by 
preparing students with the integrative 
learning skills, multicultural competencies 
and practical knowledge needed to 
succeed in and contribute to a rapidly 
changing, increasingly global society.

For more information about the 
University’s comprehensive strategic  
plan, including the Key Operational Plans, 
visit www.uwosh.edu/strategicplan.



Strategic Directions
• Develop a community of lifelong 

learners and collaborative scholars
• Enhance teaching excellence
• Foster research and creative expression
• Expand outreach and partnerships
• Promote representative leadership and  

resource stewardship

Values
• Knowledge and  

continuous learning
• Diversity and inclusivity
• Quality and achievement
• Freedom and responsibility
• Engagement and support
• Social awareness  

and responsiveness

University of Wisconsin Oshkosh  
Aligning GOVERNING IDEAS and Resources

Values
Strategic Directions

Key Operational Plans and Processe
s
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Key Operational  
Plans and Processes
• Academic Program and  

Student Outcome  
Assessment Plan

• Enrollment and Student  
Support Plan

• Human Resources Support  
and Development Plan

• Facilities Master Plan
• Information Technology Plan
• Finance and Budgeting Plan
• Advancement and Relationship 

Development Plan

*For more information about the College and Unit Plans, visit www.uwosh.edu/strategicplan 13

Mission 
To serve  

the knowledge 
needs of our  
communities

Vision 
Engaging people 

and ideas for 
common good



UW OSHKOSH FACTS

ENROLLED STUDENTS Fall 2000 Fall 2010 % Change*
Total Head Count   11,684  13,415 14.8%

Full-Time Equivalent 9,285  10,813 16.5%

   Freshmen     2,589  2,903 12.1%

   Sophomores     1,900  2,162 13.8%

   Juniors     1,835  2,338 27.4%

   Seniors     2,524   3,403 34.8%

   Undergrad Special        217  61 -71.9%

   High School Special        978  1,197 22.4%

   Undergrad Total   10,043  12,064 20.1%

   Graduate Special        439  382 -13.0%

   Graduate     1,202  969 -19.4%

   Graduate Total     1,641  1,351 -17.7%

Transfer        719  1,129 57.0%

New First-Year     1,650  1,862 12.8%

*Fall 2000 to Fall 2010
Fall 2010 numbers are unaudited, based on current data and subject to revision.

ACADEMIC PROFILE Fall 2000 Fall 2010 % Change*
Avg. Comp. ACT 22.1 22.4 1.4%

Avg. H.S. Rank 67.1 68.5 2.1%

Top 10% 149 176 18.1%

First Quartile 505 594 17.6%

Second Quartile 749 775 6.1%

Third Quartile 218 214 -1.8%

Fourth Quartile 0 0 0

Alumnus Justin Heim ’10 
At age 27, Heim is the youngest 
known fire chief in the United States — 
and a 2010 graduate of UW Oshkosh’s 
Fire and Emergency Response 
Management degree program. 
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STUDENT PROFILE Fall 2000 Fall 2010 % Change*
U.G. GRAD TOTAL U.G. GRAD TOTAL

All Students 10,043 1,641 11,684 12,064 1,351 13,415 14.8%
   Men 4,054 575 4,629 5,052 418 5,470 18.2%
   Women 5,989 1,066 7,055 7,012 933 7,945 12.6%
Race/Ethnicity 10,043 1,641 11,684 12,064 1,351 13,415 14.8%
   African American 92 12 104 214 12 226 117.3%
   American Indian 47 6 53 131 23 154 190.6%
   Hispanic 105 9 114 260 28 288 152.6%
   Southeast Asian 57 6 63 332 14 346 449.2%
   Other Asian 80 24 104 125 22 147 41.3%
   Subtotal 381 57 438 1,062 99 1,161 165.1%
   International 69 19 88 97 21 118 34.1%
   White/Unknown 9,593 1,565 11,158 10,905 1,231 12,136 8.8%
Residency Status 10,043 1,641 11,684 12,064 1,351 13,415
   Wisconsin 9,725 1,601 11,326 11,697 1,322 13,019 14.9%
   Non-Resident 247 35 282 265 27 292 3.5%
   Midwest Student Exchange 0 0 0 29 1 30
   Return to Wisconsin 0 0 0 7 0 7
   Reciprocity with Minn. 71 5 76 66 1 67 -11.8%
Age 25+ 1,386 1,972 29.7%
Degrees Conferred 1,368 344 1,712 1,859 319 2,178 27.2%

1ST-TO-2ND-YEAR RETENTION Fall 2000 Fall 2010 % Change*
Average 72.2% 77.8% 7.8%
   African American 75.0% 70.6% -5.9%
   American Indian 66.7% 64.3% -3.6%
   Southeast Asian 81.8% 84.0% 2.7%
   Asian 64.3% 83.3% 29.5%
   Hispanic 63.6% 66.7% 4.9%
   Subtotal 69.1% 73.0% 5.6%
   International 83.3% 100.0% 20.0%
   White/Unknown 72.3% 78.2% 8.2%



ACADEMIC RESOURCES Fall 2000 Fall 2010 % Change*
Undergraduate Majors          55 58 5.5%

Master’s Programs          15 17 13.3%

Doctorate Programs 0 1 NA

Courses in Catalog     1,138 1,170 2.8%

Sections Offered     2,507 2,550 1.7%

Volumes in Library 543,183 612,000 12.7%

Library Database Usage 457,953 1,715,717 274.6%

FACULTY/STAFF RESOURCES Fall 2000 Fall 2010 % Change*
Faculty        329 339 3.0%

Instructional Academic Staff        224 287 28.1%

Total 553 626 13.2%

Student/Faculty Ratio**       19:1 21:1 10.5%

Students Taught per FTE 115.9 136.4 17.7%

Grant Awards (millions)         8.8 13.5 53.4%

UW OSHKOSH FACTS

*Fall 2000 to Fall 2010
Fall 2010 numbers are unaudited, based on current 
data and subject to revision.

**The student/faculty ratio uses the formula:  
full time plus 1/3 part time. 

ADVANCEMENT Fall 2000 Fall 2010 % Change*
Alumni   61,847 76,580 23.8%

Foundation Gifts/Pledges (millions)         1.7 2.2 29.4%

Foundation Endowment  (millions) 6      6.0 11.7 95.0%

Assets Fall 2002 Fall 2010 % Change*
Foundation Total Net Assets (millions)         7.2 17.5 143.1%

Foundation Total Assets (millions)         7.4 20.2 173.0%
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EXTRACURRICULAR Fall 2000 Fall 2010 % Change*
Student Organizations        121 168 38.8%

Varsity Teams          22 21 -4.5%

   Men          10 10 0.0%

   Women          11 11 0.0%

ANNUAL AVERAGE  
STUDENT COSTS Fall 2000 Fall 2010 % Change*

Resident Fees & Tuition    $3,024 $6,684 121.0%

Non-Resident Fees/Tuition  $10,551 $14,257 35.1%

Room & Board    $3,234 $6,150 90.2%

Books & Supplies       $600 $1,000 66.7%

Total Student Costs Fall 2000 Fall 2010 % Change*
Resident    $6,858 $13,834 101.7%

Non-Resident  $14,385 $21,407 48.8%

FACILITIES Fall 2000 Fall 2010 % Change*
Total Campus Space (square feet) 2,724,139 3,158,226 15.9%

Classroom Space (square feet) 100,158 100,158 0.0%

Laboratory Space (square feet) 198,977 198,977 0.0%

Number of Buildings          48 52 8.3%

Campus Size (acres)        163 173.5 6.4%


